This paper is a contribution to lithium-ion batteries modeling tacking into account aging effects. It first analyses the impact of aging on electrode stoichiometry and then on lithium-ion cell Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) curve. Through some hypotheses and an appropriate definition of the cell state of charge, it shows that each electrode equilibrium potential, but also the whole cell equilibrium potential can be modelled by a polynomial that requires only one adjustment parameter during aging. An adjustment algorithm, based on the idea that for two fixed OCVs, the state of charge between these two equilibrium states is unique for a given aging level, is then proposed. Its efficiency is evaluated on a battery pack constituted of four cells. This adjustment parameter can thus be viewed as a State Of Health (SOH) or aging indicator.
INTRODUCTION
Due to their high energy and power densities compared to other existing technologies, Li-ion batteries are increasingly used as energy storage system in mobile applications (Armand and Tarascon, 2008) . The onboard Li-ion battery packs have to work together with reliable battery management systems (BMS) to ensure their optimal and safe use (Liaw et al, 2010) . Among the tasks ensured by the BMS, State-Of-Charge (SOC) estimation is of an extreme importance. The energy management strategies in hybrid vehicles, for instance, rely on the accurate knowledge of the SOC, the latter being an indicator of available energy. SOC estimation methods commonly used impose a characterization of the Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) curve (through a polynomial, a lookup table, …) as they use : -either a direct OCV curve inversion methods (if the application permits cells steady state voltage measurement) (Lee et al, 2008) , -or cells models based methods (Plett, 2004) , (Kim, 2010) , , , (Sabatier et al, 2015) . As OCV is closely related to SOC, the SOC estimators require an accurate OCV model (Piller et al, 2001) , (Santhanagopalan and White, 2006) . However, at battery aging, the OCV curve of each cell changes as OCV reflect battery aging and performance degradation . The impact of aging on cell equilibrium voltage is analyzed in (Schmidt and al, 2013) . This change distorts the estimator if nothing is done to adjust the curve law. Aging correction can be thus implemented as done in (Cheng et al, 2015) . But this class of methods does not take into account the underlying physical phenomenon of lithium-ion intercalation process. This knowledge makes possible analytical descriptions of the OCV curve and then permits the implementation of accurate estimation methods for both SOC and State of Health (SOH). Some of these methods are known in the literature as incremental capacity analysis (ICA) technique (Dubarry and Liaw, 2009) or the differential voltage analysis (DVA) (Honkuraa et al, 2008) .
Most of the analytical descriptions for OCV curve available in the literature involve a large number of parameter (Hu et al, 2011) , (Weng et al, 2014 ) that all must be adjusted as battery aging. This imposes to implement complex and resources consuming on-board iterative optimization algorithms.
In this paper, a new polynomial parametrization for OCV curve is proposed. As ageing of lithium-ion cell, only one parameter must be adjusted to ensure an accurate fitting of the OCV curve by the polynomial. Such a parametrization results in an analysis of the cell using "communicating vessels" idea introduced in (Schmidt and al, 2013) . If each electrode equilibrium voltages at the unused state is modelled as in (Karthikeyan et al, 2008) , introduction of some simplifying hypothesis permits to show that the OCV curve can be modelled by a polynomial that requires only one adjustment parameter during aging. An adjustment algorithm, based on the idea that for two fixed OCVs, the state of charge between these two equilibrium state is unique for a given aging level, is then proposed. Its efficiency is evaluated on a battery pack constituted of four cells.
PARAMETRIZATION OF A LITHIUM-ION CELL OCV

Notations and Electrode Equilibrium Potential Definition
It is supposed in the sequel that subscript p and n are used to denote respectively the positive and the negative electrode of a lithium-ion cell. Electrodes stoichiometry x i , i{p, n} (Bard et al., 2008) are defined as the ratio of the inserted lithium quantities Q i over the maximal theoretical quantities that can be inserted Q i,max :
Using standard potential
In the previous relation, R denotes the universal gas constant (R = 8.314 472 J K 
It is the expression of V INT (for non-ideal interaction), that gives the closest experimental measures fitting as shown in Figure 1 , comparing to several other equilibrium potential laws (Karthikeyan, Sikha, and White 2008) .
Remark 1 -According to relation (21) and (22) in (Karthikeyan, Sikha, and White 2008) , note that a linear dependence to temperature can be introduced in coefficients k i A , to take into account temperature variations: 
Polynomial Approximations of Electrode Equilibrium Potentials
The goal now is to make simplifying assumptions in order to obtain polynomial expressions for electrodes equilibrium potentials.
Given that
is given by:
and permits the following approximation, denoted
, for relation (4):
can be reduced to a polynomial. By way of illustration, Figure 2 shows that the approximation error
remains minor and limited to a few millivolts and also shows a low impact of temperature T.
Thus, using relation (8) and through expansion of relation (5), electrode equilibrium potentials in relation (2) can be written in polynomial form:
where coefficients (9) can be rewritten as:
Ageing Effects on Electrodes Stoichiometry
From relation (9), cell OCV depends on: In agreement with the authors of (Karthikeyan et al. 2008) , the following assumption is made on coefficients Specifically, it is then expected that the only aging reactions impacting the cell OCV are those resulting in at least one of the following effects:
-a change in the electrode geometry, (eg formation of dendritic deposits (Arora et al. 1998 Since the cell OCV characterizes a cell at rest, charge transfer equations can be ignored in the following developments. For the analysis of  Li cycling ions concentration, the cell will be represented by two communicating tanks as in (Po et al. 2007 ).
In the previous equations, the OCV is expressed according to electrode stoichiometries. We now establish the link between the electrode stoichiometries and the SOC (estimated in practice). This last one is defined by the relation: This definition imposes -a SOC equal to 100% when OCV is maximum and equal to E 100% (for example 4V) for all cells ageing.
-a SOC equal to 0% after discharge, starting to E = E 100% , and a fixed Q ref . The Q ref choice is not important and is determined by the user. In practice the reference capacity is usually fixed to the nominal capacity (Q ref = Q nom ). Definition 1 is illustrated in Figure 3 .
For an electrode i (i{n, p}), and as illustrated by Figure 4 , the available capacity can be defined by:
where Q i,0 is the capacity in the electrode at SOC = 0, then
is the electrode stoichiometry for SOC = 0%. From relation (1) and previous analysis:
and finally
Then, for SOC = 100%, the following equation is 
The previous analysis shows that the electrode stoichiometries are proportional to the SOC and can be written:
Let us consider a given state of charge SOC. The corresponding OCV is varying with cell aging, excepted for the point SOC =100% (according to definition 1). For the positive electrode, this change modifies the parameter x p,0 which is then depending of cell aging (x p,0  x p,0 (age)). The parameter  p (age) is then introduced such as:
or with a more compact form : 
Open Circuit Voltage Parametrization with Knowledges of Each Cell Equilibrium Potential
In this section, equilibrium potentials E p and E n , and then coefficients 
The OCV adjustment problem after ageing consists in the identification of these 4 parameters. 
with the constraint: (Petzl and Danzer, 2013) .
Measures in charge and discharge are used to determine the OCV curve. An average curve obtained with a charge curve and a discharge curve seems to be the best compromise because of hysteresis effects . OCV curves (OCVC init ) used in the following are determined for discharge measures (see Figure 5 ). To prove that aging impact on OCV can be expressed like in relation (24), the link between the two electrodes stoichiometries x p and x n is now established.
In (Pop et al. 2007 ), a cell is represented for two communicating tanks according to figure 6. 
where by dividing by Relation (30) shows that a linear equation can connect the electrode stoichiometries x p and x n as:
Then relation (2) becomes:
Expansion of terms in the second sum permits a new relation: 
Remark 2 -According to relation (11) in relation (33), temperature dependence can be introduced in relation (35), leading to 
Experimental Validation
To experimentally validate the relation (35), several OCV curves stemming from accelerated aging process (described in section 3.1) are now identified by assuming that the OCV after aging is given by: , , , To validate the pair (, ) selected, the identified OCV curve is compared with the measured OCV curve in Figure 8 . This figure shows the feasibility of the parametrization given by relation (39) and also shows that the proposed optimization leads to a reliable reconstruction of the OCV curve over a wide range of SOC and with a reduced number of voltage measurements (namely three during on a charge profile). Figure 9 shows the shape of the logarithm of J test criterion that exhibits a global minimum. The previous adjustment was performed for several cell aging. From optimal identified pairs (, ), figure 10 shows the variations of  as a function of . This figure shows that parameters  and  are linked by the equation  = - + 1 which makes it possible to write the relation:
This remark permits to transform the OCV curve adjustment problem after aging to the research for a single parameter: parameter . 
Unicity of Coefficient  for Each OCV Curve
Coefficient α characterizes the cell capacity loss and is unique for each OCV curve. It is therefore an aging indicator. The uniqueness of α is due to three reasons:
1 -Polynomials defined by coefficients init k D (relation (27)) is strictly increasing.
2 -
is an application strictly increasing and that defines a straight line whose slope is α. 
OCV MODEL ADJUSTMENT AS AGING
The proposed method has two steps illustrated in figure 11 . The first step is the identification of the OCV curve at initial state (using relation (26) thus leading to coefficients init k D ). In the second step,  parameter characterizing the aging of the cell is identified from at least two OCV measures in normal operation or in specific operation (charge phase for instance). To implement step 2 of figure 11 method, it is require as shown in figure 12 to have two consecutive rest periods that permits to measure the cell OCV without the cell age has changed significantly between the two measures.
Aging Characterization and Bench Description
The strategy previously described is now applied to a battery pack constituted of four 7 A.h VL6P type lithium-ion cells from JCS-SAFT (LiNiCoAl Oxide). The cells, numbered form 1 to 4, have undergone an accelerated calendar aging at 60°C. The aging phases are punctuated by characterization tests. Characterization tests on Digatron bench include measures of capacity, internal resistance and OCV for each cell and for various temperatures. The chronology of the aging and characterization tests is given in Figure 13 . 
Initial OCV Identification
Each battery cell initial OCV curve OCVC init must be fitted by relation (27) before battery usage. This necessary initial fitting can be time and resource consuming but can be done off-line and is only once realized. However this relative complexity can be reduced. Hypothesis 1 supposes that coefficients A i,k depend only on electrode electrochemistry and are constant. Then, if the battery is made of the same cells, the same initial OCV curve fitting should be used for all the battery cells. If OCV curves are different, these differences can be associated to electrode stoichiometry dispersion in manufacturing. These dispersions can be assimilated to aging consequences and can be taken into account through an appropriated parameter .
This result is verified with the 4 cells battery pack. Table 1 shows that each OCVC init can be obtained by the mapping of each other cell. This table shows that a unique OCVC init can be used for the 4 cells (with a maximal error less than the measurement noise magnitude recorded when implemented in a car). The cell2 OCVC init is defined by (see relation (27)):
with the following coefficients will be used in the following. 
OCV Curve Adjustment as Aging
The algorithm is based on the idea that for two OCV voltages E a and E b such that E a < E b , the state of charge variation   
Let then SOC denotes the state of charge of an aged cell and SOC init the state of charge of the same unused battery for the same OCV. According to relation (41), the two states of charge are linked by the relation:
At ageing state characterized by  I , state of charge variation between the two OCV E a and E b is given by:
Similarly, at ageing state characterized by  II : 
Validation
The implementation of the OCV curve adjustment algorithm previously described requires at least two OCV measures. These measures are obtained here on voltage profiles presented in Figure 14 . Figure 14 : Example of charge profile providing two measures for OCV curve reconstruction (second measure at 4V) and OCV measure (during a discharge) for validation.
Lithium-ion Batteries Aging Motinoring Througth Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) Curve Modelling and Adjustment
The charge part is used to get the two OCV measures required for the curve adjustment. The discharge part is used to get OCV measures required to validate the method. During discharge, the relaxation time after each step is about 30 minutes. On the discharge part the SOC information required for each validation points is calculated by current integration from the reference point for SOC = 100% defined by E= E 100% namely 4V. Table 2 gives in column max() the 4 more important errors (on all measures of the discharge) and for 4 different temperatures. The column Δ gives voltages variations due to aging. These errors are determined for the 6 aging denoted {A1, A2, A3, A4, A5, A6} that appears in figure 13. parameter value grows according to ageing. For cells 1, 3 and 4 the values are more or less equals. For cell2 case, the ageing is more important and is higher than 1.5 for measures at A6. Figure 15 shows that OCV curves are very little affected by temperature, indeed no particular variations are noted on the parameter  when temperature is varying. The standard deviation, on  values, is higher for cell2 and on A4 measures ( A4 ).
 variations are mainly attributed to identification errors.
CONCLUSIONS
The paper proposes a lithium-ion Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) curve model that requires only one parameter adjustment as batteries aging. Such a result has been obtained through an analysis of electrodes stoichiometries variations as ageing. A two steps algorithm is then proposed for model adjustment as aging. The first step is the identification of the OCV curve at initial state. In the second step, a parameter characterizing the aging of the cell is identified from at least two OCV measures in normal operation or in specific operation (charge phase for instance). The efficiency of this algorithm has been shown with a battery pack constituted of four Lithium-ion cells. The modelling error remains small in spite of cells aging and temperature variations. Moreover, the OCV curve adjustment as cell aging requires the optimization of only one parameter and this parameter variations can be correlated to battery aging. This parameter can thus be viewed as a State Of Health (SOH) indicator.
The authors have recently proposed lithium-ion cells models based on fractional differentiation . They now intend to include the OCV curve adjustment method proposed in this paper into the cell model and also to propose adjustment methods for the other model parameter in order to get a cell model that is robust versus aging.
